'ar'

1. Colour all the words that have an 'ar' sound yellow.
2. Colour the rest green.

What do you see?
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Read and clap each time you hear the ‘al’ sound

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king’s horses,
And all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Wally got a ball from small hall. He had a fall next to the stall and hit the wall. Wally was small and got help from the tall boy at the mall.

Fill in:

1. The boy plays with the __ __ __.
2. Humpty Dumpty sat on a __ __ __.
3. The giraffe __ is a very __ __ animal.
4. I like spaghetti with meat __ __ __.
5. The water __ __ __ is very big.
6. We say morning prayers in the school __ __ __.
7. The baby __ is very __ __ __.
8. We can __ __ play bingo.
9. You can __ __ __ from the cliff.
Read the 'sh' words

ship  smash  sheep  splash  shell

dish  shop  shed  shark  crashed

Fill in with the correct word:

1. The car ___________ into a tree.
2. The bottle got ___________ with a bang.
3. We went for a holiday on a big ___________.
4. The ___________ is a fierce fish.
5. I went to buy some sweets from the ___________.
6. The ___________ has got fluffy wool.
7. Dad put his tools in the garden ___________.
8. Mum has an oval ___________.
9. The boy can ___________ water when swimming.
10. The ___________ is on the sand.
‘sh’

1. Colour all the words that begin with the same beginning sound as in orange.

2. Colour all the words that end with the same ending sound as in yellow.

Colour the rest blue.

What do you see?
Read the 'ch' words

1. Do not eat too many burgers and __________.
2. The man feels a cold __________.
3. Mum can __________ a tomato with a knife.
4. The man has a pointed __________.
5. The __________ eats a banana.
6. A __________ hatched from an egg.
7. I like to __________ my lunch.
8. Switch on the __________ please.
9. Tom buys a __________ of green grapes.
10. The man gave a __________ as he was very angry.

Fill in with the correct word:

- chill
- chop
- chips
- torch
- chimp
- bunch
- munch
- chick
- punch
- chin
‘ch’  CHOO CHOO

Colour the words in each train that begin with the same sound as:

```
| chop | chill | drink |
```

```
| chin | tank | chick |
```

Colour the words in each train that end with the same sound as:

```
| bunch | tent | crunch |
```

```
| pink | much | lunch |
```
Help Thimble and Thread to fill in ‘th’ and match the words to the pictures.

Fill in the sentences

1. The __________ is long and red.
2. The __________ is dirty.
3. Thomas is taking a __________.
4. Faith is walking in the __________.
5. I brush my __________ in the morning.
6. This is my __________.
7. I have __________ sisters.
8. The coffee has __________ on top.
Read the 'ai' words

Fill in and draw

n__l  tr__n  sn__l  ch__n

p__l  p__nt  s__l

Choose the correct word

1. The __________ is very fast. (train, snail)
2. The water is in the __________. (tail, pail)
3. The boat has a big __________. (sail, nail)
4. The red __________ is splashed on wall. (pail, paint)
5. The __________ is very slow. (chain, snail)
I like the trail of the choo-choo __________. 🗡

The horse has a long __________. 🐴

The __________ is a very small animal. 🐌

I want to __________ my room in green. 🍃

Find as many 'ai' words as you can. Colour them in and write them near the correct picture.

Bee puts her hand behind her ear and says ai! My ears ache!
Choose the correct word.

1. I __________ the oil in the foil. (soil, boil)
2. I drop the oil in the __________. (soil, boil)
3. I spoil the __________. (oil, toilet)
4. __________ to the pig that says oink. (Point, Joint)
5. The __________ is in the foil. (loin, coin)
Fill in the missing letters.

Read:
- coast
- groan
- oats
- cloak
- road
- float
- toast

Choose a word from the list to fit each sentence.

1. A _________ is a baby horse.
2. I like buttered _________.
3. I _________ when I swim.
4. The car is in the _________.

Put in the right place:
- coat
- float
- boil
- soil
- cloak
- coin
- road
- toast
- coil
- point
- boat
- oil
Fill in the blanks using an 'oa' word.

I eat __________ with ham and cheese for breakfast.

The __________ has two long horns.
The __________ tree fell on the goat.

My mum has a __________ of bread.
Mum puts butter on the __________.

Find the words in the word search:

Find the words in the word search:

goat
oak
toast
toad
croak
cloak
boat

goat
oak
toast
toad
croak
cloak
boat

The oak tree fell on the goat. Bee saw what happened and says oa!